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The purpose of this Guideline is to provide the developer with a visual representation on 
how to use the eGA CSS tags in their website. Each screen shot will identify the kind of 
CSS tags used and where they were placed on the page.  
 
This document is to be used in conjunction with “egov_global.css” and 
“egov_services.css” files 
 

CSS TAG SUMMARY (“egov_global.css” file) 

S.No Tag/Title Description Applies To 

1    body   This style is to apply in the body of the web page * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

2    title   This style is to apply sub titles of the service * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

3    txt-sml This style is to apply for the small text * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

4    text This style is to apply for the text eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

5    white-text This style is to apply for the white text eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

6    menu-txt This style is to apply for the Menus eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

7    more This style is to apply for the More link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

8    h3 This style is to apply for the header eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

9    update   This style is to apply for the update link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

10    A1:link   This style is to apply for the Hyper links * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

11    A1:visited  This style is to apply for the visited Hyper link eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

12    A1:hover   This style is to apply for the link on mouse over * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

13    A2:link  This style is to apply for the link eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

14    A2:visited   This style is to apply for the Visited link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

15    A2:hover This style is to apply for the mouse over on the link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

16    A3:link This style is to apply for the link  eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

17    A3:visited   This style is to apply for the visited link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

18    A3:hover   This style is to apply for the mouse over on the link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

19    A4:link  This style is to apply for the link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

20    A4:visited This style is to apply for the visited link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

21    A4:hover This style is to apply for the mouse over of the link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

22    blue-link:link  This style is to apply for the blue link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

23    blue-link:visited This style is to apply for the visited blue link * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

24    blue-link:hover This style is to apply for the mouse over of the blue 

link * 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

25 border  This style is to apply for the boarder * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

26 table_border1 This style is to apply for the thick table border   eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

27 border2  This style is to apply for the thick table boarder * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

28 gray This style is to apply for the gray colour text * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

29 gray1 This style is to apply for the gray colour text with 

bold * 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

30 menu-title  This style is to apply for the menu title * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

31 blue  This style is to apply for the blue colour text eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

32  background1  This style is to apply for the portal back ground eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

 

 

33 background2  This style is to apply for the yellow back ground  with 

red foreground colour* 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 
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34 background3 This style is to apply for the yellow back ground  with 

normal foreground colour* 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

35 txt-box  

 

This style is to apply for the text box * eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

36 line   This style is to apply for solid line* eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

37 welcome This style is to apply for welcome text* eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

38 topNavLink, 

.topNavLink:visited, 

.topNavLink:hover, 

.topNavLink:active 

This style is to apply for top navigation and visited 

links* 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

39 topNavLink-

selected 

Description : This style is to apply for top navigation 

selected links 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

40 logo This style is to apply for E-Gov Logo Picture* eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

41 gray-bottom  This style is to apply for gray text (bold) in the 

bottom of the portal* 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

42 gray-bottom-text This style is to apply for gray text in the bottom of 

the portal* 

eGOV PORTAL STYLES 

43 weather-container  Container of the Weather Information* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

44 datetime  Date and time shown in the Weather Container* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

45 day  day shown in the Weather Information* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

46 weather Weather shown in the container* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

47 weather-icon Weather Icon* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

48 conditionsHead Header information of the Pop-Up Contauiner* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

49 condition detail of the  of the Weather Information* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

50 bigTemp Temperature shown in the pop up(in big size)* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

51 highLow High and Low temperature shown in Pop-up* WEATHER SERVICE STYLES 

52 small-button  Button shown for Vote and Result* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

53 exclaim Button shown for Vote and Result* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

54 poll Text shown in the poll result* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

55 pollQ Poll Question* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

56 pollQchannel Poll Question in the poll result page* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

57 txt-box-long-poll  Drop down to select the option* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

58 poll-options  For the DIV tag for the complete poll option* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

59 optCell applied for the result of poll* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

60 bar  applied for the bar charts* POLL SYSTEM STYLES 

61 msgboard-bg2 Background Image shown in 'Individuals' tab* MESSAGE BOARD STYLES 

62  msgboard-bg  Background Image shown in 'Main' tab* MESSAGE BOARD STYLES 

63  msgboard-link links shown in the message board* MESSAGE BOARD STYLES 

64 msgboard-table table in the message board* MESSAGE BORD STYLES 

65 msgboard-content content of the message board* MESSAGE BORD STYLES 

66 msgboard-link-bg background of the links in message board* MESSAGE BORD STYLES 

67 bordered  Blue boarder of the Message board table* MESSAGE BORD STYLES 
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68 egov-portlet-text  This style is to be for text in portlet* EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

69 egov-text  This style is to be applied for label* 

 

EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

70 egov-checkbox  This style is to be applied for Check box* EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

71 egov-radio  This style is to be applied for Radio button* EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

72 egov-select  This style is to be applied for drop down* 

 

EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

73 egov-button  This style is to be applied for button* EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

74 egov-button-small  This style is to be applied for small button* EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

75 egov-textarea This style is to be applied for Text Area* 

 

EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

76 egov-link-blue This style is to be applied for Hyper link* 

 

EGOV COMMON CONTROLS 

STYLES 

 

 
SERVICE SPECIFIC (“egov_global.css” file) 

S.NoS.No Tag/Title Description In Use Replacement 
Off 

77 portlet-text  

 

Plain text in the service No - 

78 err-red This style is to show the 

Important Error Message 

No - 

79 val-err-msg This style is to show the 

validation Error Message  

No - 

80 td-border This style is to show the 
border of the normal <td> tag 
in a table.   

Yes - 

81 td-no-border  This style is to show <td> tag 

without any border  in a table 

Yes - 

82 th-bg This style is to set Background 
of the table header 

Yes - 

83 drop-down  This style is to set for drop 
down list  

Yes - 

84 txt-box-short  This style is to set for normal 
text box 

Yes - 

85 txt-box-long This style is to set for Long 

text box         

No - 

86 txt-area  This style is to set for text 
area 

Yes - 

87  links  This style is to set for normal 
hyperlink  

No - 

88 links-gray  This style is to set for gray 
Hyperlink  

Yes - 
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89 links-gray: hover This style is to set on mouse 

over of gray hyper link 

Yes - 

90 links-blue This style is to set on mouse 
over of gray hyper link 

Yes - 

91 faq-question This style is to set for 
Alternative text in table  

as colour1 

Yes - 

92 faq-answer  This style is to set for 
Alternative text in table  
as colour2 

Yes - 

93 btn   This style is to set for 
command button 

No - 

94 form-label  This style is to set for label 
values  

Yes - 

95 legal-stmt-heading This style is to set for heading 

of the legal  statement 

Yes - 

96 legal-stmt-text This style is to set for legal  
statement  

Yes - 

97 header-top  This style is to set for Page 
header/title  

Yes - 

98 cream-bordered  This style is to set for tables 
with boarders           

Yes - 

100 top-down This style is to set for the 
container which shows  text in 
top down text in center align            

Yes - 

101 button-inverter  Invert the text or control from 
right to left            

Yes - 

103 adjust_right  This style is to set for align the 
text right           

Yes - 

104 adjust_left  This style is to set for align the 
text left          

Yes - 

105 no-bdr-lbl  This style is to table inside 
cream border table (to 
override)       

Yes - 

106 form-label-SubHeading  This style is to set for sub 

headings to the service title       

Yes - 

107 form-label-bg  This style is to set for label 
values with back colour   

No - 

108 form-label-bold This style is to set for label 
   

Yes - 

109 btn-fixed-width This style is to apply for the 
buttons to have fixed                        
width & Height 

Yes - 

110 Instr_Text 

  

 This is to be used in the 

introduction, instructions and 
body of the page 

Yes Portlet-Text 

111 Mand_Text This is to be used for 
mandatory error msgs 

Yes err-red 

112 Err_Text This is to be used for error 

msgs/Validation msgs 

Yes val-err-msg 

113 links_Text  This style is to set for normal 
Hyperlink on the main page of 
the service (landing page)
  

Yes links 

114 btn_text This style is to set for Yes btn 
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command button (without set 

width) 

115 lbl_Bg_Text This is to be used for labels 

with a background color in a 
table without the space before 
the start of the text 

Yes form-label-bg 

 
 

SERVICE SPECIFIC (“egov_services.css” file) 

S.No Tag/Title Description Applies To Replacement 
Off 

1    table-td-border0  This style is to be used to create 
a borderless table inside a table 
with a class of “cream-bordered” 

<table> - 

2    trngl_ul This style is to be used to create 

an unordered list with a triangle 
shaped bullet point 

<ul> - 

3 Lbl_Bg_Text_Wth_Spc This is to be used for labels with 
a background color in a table 
including a space before the 
start of the text 

<td> lbl_Bg_text 

4 Txt_Box_Std This style is to set for Long text 
box (default) 

Text Box Input 
Field 

txt-box-long 

 
 
 
 
The below provides snapshots of how the above mentioned tags are used: 
 
 

 

Header-top 

Instr_Text 

links_Text 
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Header-top 

 

Instr_Text 

links_Text 

form-label-bold Lbl_Bg_Text_Wth_Spc 

Mand_Text 

btn_Text 

Instr_Text 

txt-box-short 

OR 

txt-box-long 
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form-label-bold 

Lbl_Bg_Text_Wth_Spc 

Mand_Text 

btn_Text 

Instr_Text 

txt-box-short 

OR 

Txt_Box_Std 

drop-down 
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drop-down 
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form-label-SubHeading 
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form-label-SubHeading 
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Err_Text 

Err_Text 
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faq-question 

faq-answer 

links-blue 
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table-td-border0 

trngl_ul 


